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Over 1,000 illustrations, meticulously reproduced from rare issues of renowned fashion magazine, present a
striking selection of women’ plus comprehensive renderings of sneakers, hats, parasols, and various other
add-ons.s fashions from 1860 to 1914: elegant night and dinner gowns, stylish daywear, wedding ensembles,
bathing costumes, mourning clothes, cycling clothes and much more;
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A GREAT RESOURCE!.! I bought this book for my teenage child who is very thinking about historic
fashions. This publication is wonderful as it is arranged chronically and illustrates the change in 'fashions'
from 1860 to 1914. The pictures are beautiful and very well completed, and easy to understand the detail
of the dresses, swimming clothes, riding practices etc.! Great design with a lot sketches.. Great book!
Great illustrations and descriptions make it an excellent addition to her library. I am not Cinderella, but I
do get to go to the ball once in a while, and I wish to be as historically appropriate as possible! Great for
those that want accuracy. My one and only complain is that I'd have adored to get fashion good examples
from the early victorian period If you are searching for a comprehensive book about victorian fashion, this
is it! Five Stars We thought the drawings were ideal for a report group. My one and only complain is that
I'd have loved to get fashion examples from the early victorian period, since it is something extremely
difficult to find. Four Stars good for price Worth every penny. Stunning Stunning photos of fashion plates.
I would recommend this publication to all re-enactors of the historic timeframe. She said it was a great
reference and she will use it a whole lot in her business. I purchased this for my girl who offers and
collects vintage clothing. colors used A wonderful addition to the reference library.I love it for a reference
guide for clothes &. I have used this publication as a source to help in creating historically accurate
Victorian ball gowns.Highly recommended. look no further. All drawings. Provides clear and concise description

of what was put on and how fashion blossomed. Excellent Historical Chronology Only wish it had been in
color. No photos.The just drawback to the book is that it offers you so many ideas, it really is really
difficult to decide what things to sew next. Nevertheless I was very satisfied with the book.
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